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Abstract
The present research tries to analyze the assessment of reading competence issued by the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). From the brief introduction of PISA including the background, aims, expectations, and aspects, the current research is intended to gain insight from the objective and assessment of education, the suggestions for policymakers and the reading skills students need to acquire.
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1. Brief Introduction of PISA
In response to the need for cross-nationally comparable evidence on performance of students, the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) launched a triennial international survey that evaluates education systems worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old students acquiring key knowledge and skills that are essential for full participation in modern societies around the world known as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The PISA assessment, which is a three-yearly global assessment, examines students’ ability in using cognitive skills in key subject areas of Reading Literacy, Mathematics Literacy and Science Literacy. Those students are mainly in grades 7-12 near the end of their compulsory education. The PISA assessment, a commitment by governments to monitor the outcomes of education systems, takes a broad approach to measuring knowledge, skills and attitudes that reflect current changes in school priorities. The OECD compares the academic performance of 15-year olds through its PISA, describing the assessment as the world’s premier yardstick for evaluating the quality, equity and efficiency of school systems. The PISA assessment examines how well students can extrapolate from what they have learned and can apply that knowledge in
unfamiliar settings moving beyond the school-based approach towards the use of knowledge in tasks and challenges. The PISA assessment is based on a dynamic model of lifelong learning in which new knowledge and skills necessary for successful adaptation to a changing world are continuously acquired throughout life. The content of PISA covers the domains of reading, mathematics and science. From PISA test, students are not only to be tested reproducing specific subject matter knowledge, but also extrapolating from what they have learned and applying their knowledge in various situations within each domain. For the assessment cycle of PISA, it takes place every three years with a strategic plan in place extending through to 2015 and each of these cycles looks in depth at a major domain (OECD, 2008).

2. The Reading Ability Assessed by PISA

In reading examination of PISA, students are expected to demonstrate their proficiency in locating information, including both accessing and retrieving information within a piece of text, and searching for and selecting relevant text; understanding text, including both acquiring a representation of the literal meaning of text and constructing an integrated representation of text; and evaluating and reflecting on text, including both assessing its quality and credibility, and reflecting on content and form. The reading ability of PISA plans to assess can be shown in the following framework in Figure 1 (OECD, 2008).

From this figure, it is clear that five aspects including retrieving information, forming a broad understanding, developing an interpretation, reflecting on and evaluating the content of a text, reflecting on and evaluating the form of a text as five separate subscale, for reporting on reading literacy. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the five aspects targeted in the test development and the three broad aspect categories: access and retrieve, integrate and interpret, reflect and evaluate. This figure is very clear guidance for teachers and students, which

Revised from the source: OECD (2008) PISA 2009 assessment framework: Key competencies in reading, mathematics and science. Paris: OECD (Figure 1.3, p. 35).

Figure 1. Relationship between the reading framework and the aspect subscales.
shows the reading processes that students need to be performed and the settings in which knowledge and skills are applied. In the real teaching, the teachers should intentionally guide the five aspects of reading abilities as the target of reading curriculum. If students learn by themselves they also can follow this graph to train their reading proficiency.

China actively participates in the international test. Up until 2015, young people from Shanghai took the PISA exam and since 2018, the national Ministry of China has carried out piloting of PISA in several provinces such as Jiangsu and Guangdong and the municipalities of Beijing and Shanghai, whose students participated in the two-hour test as preparation for fuller participation of China which the further step towards full participation of the whole of China in PISA. Basic statistics relating to Chinese municipalities and provinces participating in PISA can be found below (OECD, 2016) (Figure 2).

This is a welcome sign of increased co-operation between the OECD and China. Students from Shanghai score top-ranked in the world in some of the PISA exams, but there are still some questions difficult for our students to finish. Take PISA 2009 as an example, mobile phone safety question 11 (OECD, 2010):

“It is difficult to prove that one thing has definitely caused another”. What is the relationship of this piece of information to the Point 4 Yes and No statements in the table are mobile phones dangerous?

A. It supports the Yes argument but does not prove it.
B. It proves the Yes argument.
C. It supports the No argument but does not prove it.
D. It shows that the No argument is wrong.

Proportion of students providing correct response to mobile phone safety question 11 can be shown in Figure 3 (Thomson, Hillman, & De Bortoli, 2013).

Among the reading assessment questions, mobile phone safety questions require students to reflect and evaluate a text, which is the most difficult task in the mobile phone safety unit. Shanghai-China’s performance on this item was relatively weak. The data from PISA can make us reflect our strength and weakness of our education.

3. Implication

The Insight gained from the study of PISA assessment of reading competence,
would undoubtedly contribute to a better formulation of the objective of education, the assessment of education and would definitely improve efficiency and effectiveness of our teaching of reading. The term “reading literacy” as used in PISA includes a wide range of cognitive competencies, which can give insights of the objective of education, from basic knowledge of words, grammar and larger linguistic and textual structures and features, to knowledge about the world. The purpose of education is preparing students ready to face the challenges of future life and to deal with the problems and communication in the workplaces. The foundational nature of reading literacy skills as key to all areas of education and beyond which can not only facilitate students’ lifelong learning ability but also contribute to the benefit of individuals’ social integration and personal development. For the assessment of education, the national and regional assessment should promote formative assessment, as a means to meeting the goals of lifelong learning. The assessment may help create greater equity of student outcomes. The unique feature of PISA assessment is that PISA not only examines students can reproduce knowledge but also can tell how well students can apply knowledge they have learned in the unfamiliar settings to solve the problem. The quantitative and qualitative evidence are both very important to the real teaching planning. It is vital to the widespread adoption of 21st century skills in our schools, so that we must move from primarily measuring discrete knowledge to measuring students’ ability to think critically, examine problems, gather information, and make informed, reason decisions while using technology. The current summative assessment is better to incorporate formative assessment in order to raise levels of student achievement, and better enable teachers to meet the needs of increasingly diverse student populations, helping to close gaps in equity of student outcomes. For policy makers, PISA is an ongoing programme that offers insights for education policy and practice which was designed to assist governments in monitoring the outcomes of education systems in terms of student outcomes.

**Figure 3.** Proportion of students providing correct response to mobile phone safety question 11.
achievement on a regular basis and within an internationally accepted common framework by comparing students performing on a set of common tasks. The findings allow policy makers around the world to gauge the knowledge and skills of students in their own countries and to set policy targets against measurable goals achieved by other education systems, and learn from policies and practices applied elsewhere in comparison with those in other countries, that is why more and more policy makers are using the results of studies such as PISA to make decisions about education. PISA collects information about students’ background, their approaches to learning and their learning environments. As PISA shows us, it is critical to make sure the broad coverage of what students read and for what purposes they read, both in and outside of school. Scholars, teachers and students should be sent abroad to visit, study and engage in advanced studies to strengthen the cooperation and improve the teaching and learning. They should also be given more opportunities to exchange teaching ideas, share joint research projects and enhance international student dialogues.

4. Conclusion

In order to make sure that students are prepared to meet the challenges of future life, it is necessary and feasible to develop reading abilities of students in language teaching and learning.
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